Learn About: Pyramids by Mellet

Great Hands-On Approach!

Learn About Pyramids lets you step inside these structures and unlock all sorts of fascinating secrets about these extraordinary tombs and the lives of the people who made them. Take a journey from the fertile River Nile in Egypt to the floating island of Tenochtitlan in Mexico to discover just how many different types of pyramids there have been over the centuries. Learn about pyramid wonders of the modern world, find out which pyramid shapes occur in nature and explore how pyramid shapes have all kinds of unique properties and uses.

My Personal Review:
This book covers the history of pyramids from Egyptian and Mayan pyramids to modern versions in Paris and Las Vegas. The descriptions and pictures are wonderful but the best parts are the projects. Learn how to make precise measurements, move loads (without wheels), find the North star, apply chemistry to pyramids, etc. etc.
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